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ABSTRACT
d-SEAMS is an open-source, community supported engine for the analysis of molecular dynamics
trajectories. Our framework is built around the usage of deterministic cryptographic hashes for the
dependency build graph via the nix expression functional syntax. Furthermore the various workflows
supported by our engine are exposed to the user via intuitive text-based interfaces and extensible
work-flow is accounted for by Lua scripting. The current release defines distinct workflows for
bulk and confined ice determination. Our outputs are immediately consumable by popular graphics
software suites, allowing for immediate visual insights into the systems studied.
Keywords structure-determination, analysis-engine, computational-chemistry, nix, lua, cpp
1 Introduction
Computational methodologies have gained prominence in all spheres of scientific and engineering research. This
has not, unfortunately been uniformly in-hand with the research in the traditional computational sciences. Here, we
address this divide by leveraging functional programming and mapping out a framework for modern scientific algorithm
development for the analysis of molecular dynamics simulation outputs. In-spite of the provenance of many stellar
and performance oriented packages for carrying out molecular dynamics simulations, there are no cohesive analysis
tools which are able to cover a large spectrum of methodologies, simulation-packages and length-scales. This is at
odds with modern concepts of reproducible research and also by their constrained design, many algorithms need
to be implemented differently for each simulation package. Existing molecular dynamics tools also suffer from the
issues stemming from their software implementation, as only recently has there been a paradigm shift in terms of
reproducible software builds. We leverage the latest functional software derivations of the nix environment, and show
how this is especially useful for heterogeneous computing environments, such as many ad-hoc computing clusters.
We have followed modern code-practices and have ensured a user-friendly environment for the end users. We adhere
to a strict code of conduct, and have contributor guidelines as well a style guide for commits and code. We have
established a landing page with tutorial content at https://dseams.info. We have established full API level documentation
at https://docs.dseams.info which includes information for every function, struct and variable, along with academic
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references as and where required. Our software is capable of handling a wide variety of simulations and is easily
extensible to further algorithms. We have implemented the software by mimicking the natural flow of ideas, with a C++
engine to handle the implementation aspects. The user is exposed to a simple and intuitive interface driven by YAML
option handling and Lua scripting. Furthermore, the CMake and nix build system allows for the reproducible addition
of FFI bindings to other libraries. We fully believe that the future of scientific code is community driven, and hence
in our design methodology, in order to best follow the bazaar formulation [1] and encourage adoption, we show how
existing open source code can be incorporated to form a coherent work-flow. This is especially pertinent for software
released under licenses which do not permit modification and require that the code be reproduced in full. Hence we are
able to use our engine to drive code spanning multiple languages and licenses, in a manner which is fully reproducible.
Water is a ubiquitous and fascinating system, whose bulk phase diagram exhibits at least 17 different crystalline
structures [2, 3]. The behavior of confined water reportedly shows even greater diversity, showing complex and
apparently unpredictable characteristics [4, 5]. In fact, constrained water crystallizes into a multitude of polymorphs
distinct from the bulk at both low and high pressures [6–8].
The structure determination problem of identifying ordered phases from amorphous or liquid phases is in itself complex,
even for simple bulk Lennard-Jones systems. A successful order parameter, must simultaneously have low enough
sensitivity to discount thermal fluctuations while being precise enough to distinguish between structurally similar
ordered-state polymorphs [9]. Distinguishing between ice polymorphs for water is particularly difficult, owing to the
similarity in structure of the two most commonly observed bulk ice polymorphs, Ic and Ih. In fact, Ic and Ih are so
similar that for example, the averaged Steinhardt parameter q6 [10], shows significant overlap and thus cannot be used to
distinguish between them. Common Neighbour Analysis (CNA) [11], adaptive CNA and Polyhedral Template Matching
(PTM) [12], which have been used successfully to distinguish between FCC, BCC, icosahedral structures etc. are not
parameterized for water structure determination and fail to describe water structures. The inherently intractable nature of
efficient water structure determination is the added complexity of the plethora of possible constrained water polymorphs.
Moreover, in general, although most analysis software often include functionality for bulk systems, confined systems
are highly dependent on the constraining geometry and not easy to generalize. For example, RDF, a basic analysis, is
done by VMD, OVITO and even LAMMPS but 2-D RDF is not done by any. Add to this the complexity of constrained
water: Till date no simulation software has been able to handle both confined and bulk across scales; does per-particle
classification and identifies building blocks of ice as well. Our code is additionally equipped to calculate the bond order
correlation order parameters [9, 13] as well, and can be extended flexibly, as per the user’s prerogative.
2 Design
We have designed the code taking into account multiple perspectives. From a development and extensible point of
view we offer a rich API with easy-to-reuse namespaced functions. From a user perspective, we have designed the Lua
functions to mimic the mindset of a computational chemist, without burdening them with the software implementation.
We have also ensured reproducibility, both as an aid to the science [14] intended and also to allow for bugs to be dealt
with more efficiently. This reproducibility is ensured during build, compile, and linking stages, by leveraging the
functional, immutable binaries produced by nix [15]. The dependencies are handled reproducibly, though for ease of
extension by the wider community, most of the build system is in CMake. We use nix to ensure that the dependencies
of the binary are fully reproducible, as a consequence of traversing the build graph defined by the nix-derivation. The
binary itself has a server-client architecture, to ensure that the user can transparently interact with the code without
needing a background in functional programming. Since the back-end server is written entirely in modern C++, the
GDB debugger is usable throughout. The server-client nature of the system, though currently a bottleneck in terms of
parallelism, allows for a single compiled binary to be used for the execution of multiple different Lua input scripts, with
each script spawning a separate process.
2.1 Nix
Computational software implemented in declarative package management systems suffer from design concerns for the
user and the developers. The developers have the onus to package their software as per the many imperative systems
(Ubuntu and apt, RedHat and yum, ArchLinux and pacman). Additionally, the users must ensure that the interrelated
dependencies match perfectly (as in the case of python distributions). In essence, the issue is that the packages
and versions at the time of build are not guaranteed automatically at the user’s end, even if the software is packaged
appropriately for the operating system. This issue stems from the fact that the configuration after installation is the
result of a series of stateful transformations which cannot be reproduced [16]. We have opted to package our software
as a nix-derivation [15], which also provides a functionally reproducible environment for reproducible bug-tests. The
derivation provides a deterministic package-level lock on all dependencies and is written in nix, a lazy, dynamically
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typed, purely functional language [16]. This choice of distribution also allows the user to extend the system reproducibly,
ensuring that changes can be quickly merged in-to the upstream repository. Since the build system is essentially a
static graph of build actions, the environment produced (with nix-shell) is a boon for reproducible research, avoiding
circular build-time dependencies and incomplete dependency specifications [17].
2.2 Lua
Existing molecular dynamics packages suffer from not having design parameters built-in, and with time, this has led to
unique and non-standard syntax being used, as seen in the input scripts of LAMMPS [18] and GROMACS [19], amongst
others. This is problematic, not in the least because there is no native syntax highlighting for such input files, but also
because the documentation becomes invaluable for any appropriate usage. A common choice for user-facing scriptable
inputs in the community, is python, such as the MDTraj [20] system. However, the version dependence of each internal
segment quickly becomes difficult to pin down, and as a result these spawn multiple language specific errors, and they
work best only on the Linux distribution on which the creators have worked (typically Ubuntu). Furthermore, we assert
that the proliferation of python scripts and the odd-ease at which they may be, in theory mixed and matched, in practice
causes many clashes, for example, EsPreSSo [21] and Quantum EsPreSSo [22] (and more generally, scypy [23] and
numpy [24]) have several function names in common which cause difficult to debug when used together in an input
script. Also, python lacks support for debugging, and the language server support is lacking, making complex python
code difficult to debug. To address these concerns we have opted to use Lua as the scripting interface. It is widely
supported in terms of syntax highlighting, and is easy to interface with C++ code. Furthermore, the error handling is
such that it is amenable for use with the GDB debugger [25], and the rich standard library of Lua, along with user
extensions, have no clashes. Lua is also user friendly due to its C-like syntax. The rich table and object handling makes
writing out image data easy. Furthermore, though Lua was released two years after python was first introduced (1993
and 1991, respectively) unlike python, which is still transitioning from the major API change of two to three, the Lua
API is stable, mostly because it has been designed to be an embedded language and not a general-purpose language like
python. Lua has been the darling of the gaming development community, and has proven its worth in many related
domain such as image handling. Apart from the user-friendly helper functions, our design has the Lua interface offer
every core function to the user, so arbitrarily complicated workflows may be used without re-compilation, which is a
boon for HPC cluster usage. We recommend strongly in the docs, that foreign code, once interfaced to the C++ engine,
should be bound in Lua for the end-users as well.
2.3 YAML
To improve usability and reduce time required reading the API documentation, we have split the usage into a unique
YAML-Lua design. The Lua interface as discussed earlier is for power users, however, to reduce mistakes, options
set in the YAML files will deactivate certain functions, in order to prevent incorrect manipulations of the internal
data-structures. This part of the code is designed as a river, with the YAML interface diverting the flow of functionality
and code to different paths, and thus different algorithms. Furthermore, for common algorithmic workflows, the YAML
file is sufficient, and the end-user need not even bother with the Lua interface. Certain truthy values must be set in the
YAML file, such as the system details (bulk or confined), and all variable values may be specified in the YAML file as
well.
3 Code Architecture
The code consists of a pipeline for processing data marshalled into the PointCloud structure as shown in Figure 1.
The user is presented with a unified interface to our code via lua and YAML, while the input data from a variety of
simulation packages like GROMACS and LAMMPS may be consumed. The user is hence insulated from the low-level
data pre-processing steps and is able to use the low-complexity abstraction of the internal code.
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Figure 1: The heart of the analysis code, PointCloud, an association of the Point structs, which is handled by safe memory access
routines throughout the lifetime of the program.
We note that the user interface consists of the YAML file (Figure 2) with the user defined work-flow determined by the
lua script (Figure 3) fed into the seams-core engine.
Figure 2: The ‘YAML‘ file, where truthy values are set to restrict functions exposed to the ‘lua‘ scripting engine.
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Figure 3: The ‘lua‘ input script, where the user is able to call any of the functions not voided by the options in the ‘YAML‘ file.
3.1 Structural Identification Features
We are able to apply arbitrary transformations on the particle collections, in an efficient and idiomatic manner. Currently
we have implemented the following structural schemes based on this easily extensible framework:
• CHILL [6], CHILL+ [26] and averaged Steinhardt parameters [10]
Although these techniques use the information of the local environment these are per-particle identifiers for bulk systems
and are reported as such, namely in the form of a identifier in the Point struct.
• Topological network criteria, namely Double Diamond Cages, Hexagonal Cages and Mixed Cages [27, 28]
These criteria classify building blocks of Ic and Ih for deeply supercooled bulk water.
• Confined quasi-two-dimensional ice classification by topological and graph theoretic approaches to the
hydrogen-bonded ice-like particles.
This novel approach takes into hydrogen-bonding into account explicitly, and uses area based metrics to further quantify
the systems studied.
• Quasi-one dimensional ice nano-tube (ICN) classification via topological network criteria.
The building blocks of n-gonal prismatic ice are explicitly and unequivocally identified.
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4 Applications
We used our code to reproduce production run results from our group [28, 29] as well toy test systems inspired by the
literature [6, 26]. Below we demonstrate the code capabilities on two production systems.
4.1 Bulk Systems
Here we apply our code and the work-flow to a system of heterogeneous ice nucleation on a β-AgI surface with defects.
The simulation parameters are taken from [28].
Figure 4: Views of water on a defect incorporated β-Ag exposed AgI surface after 200ns at 240K. (a) is the YZ plane view (b) is
the XZ view (c) is a perspective view. Ic is shown in black, Ih is in red, and water is shown in transparent blue. The surface is shown
with Ag atoms in gray and Iodine atoms in green.
4.2 Confined Systems
Figure 5: View of ice structures at 240K confined within (a) (13, 0) zig-zag nanotube at 0.1MPa and (b) (11, 0) zig-zag nanotube at
1MPa. The unclassified phase, either water or deformed prism blocks, is sea-green. Prism blocks of pentagonal, hexagonal, and
tetragonal ices are shown in purple, blue and pink respectively.
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The perspective views of ice nanotubes (ICNs) are shown in Figure 5, for water constrained within a (13, 0) and (11, 0)
zig-zag smooth featureless single-walled nanotube (SWNT). For the SWNTs, R = 13 and R = 11 correspond to
diameters of 10.1 Å and 8.6 Å, respectively.
At an axial pressure of Pzz = 0.1MPa, primarily hexagonal prism blocks are formed within the ICN in Figure 5(a). A
small proportion of the ice nanoribbon is comprised of pentagonal prism blocks, while the rest are deformed prism
blocks classified as an ‘unclassified’ phase. The unclassified phase may denote deformed prisms, liquid or hollow
helices, which are not explicitly differentiated using the prism classification scheme. In this particular case, the hollow
nature of the nanoribbon and the interspersed positions of the unclassified phase between prism blocks, indicate that the
unclassified phase comprise deformed prisms.
Figure 5(b) shows the (11, 0) SWCT, subjected to an axial pressure of Pzz = 1MPa. Under these conditions, the ICN
is predominantly comprised of tetragonal prism blocks, with intermittent deformed prism blocks.
The length of the ICN in Figure 5(a) is smaller than that in Figure 5(b). The number of prism blocks of each type is an
unreliable indicator, which does not qualitatively describe the relative proportions of the prismatic ice phases. Although
a volume-based metric has been proposed, an approximate metric based on the normalized number of prism blocks may
be used as a reasonable approximation of relative proportion.
We have observed that the average height of each prism block remains relatively constant at a value of ≈ 2.845± 0.07
Å, irrespective of the number of nodes in the basal ring (n) and even the applied pressure Pzz . Therefore, it is possible
to define a theoretical maximum possible number of n-gonal prism blocks, assuming that the entire SWCT height is
filled with n-gonal prism blocks, each of height ≈ 2.845 Å. Since the average height of the prism blocks is independent
of n, the theoretical maximum number of prism blocks is the same for all n. The theoretical maximum number of prism
blocks Nmax is thus:
Nmax =
HSWCT
havg
where HSWCT is the height of the SWCT; havg = 2.845 is the average height of the prism blocks. Both measurements
are in Å.
The normalized heightn% for any prismatic ice phase is defined as follows:
Heightn% =
Nn
Nmax
× 100
where, Nmax is the theoretical maximum possible number of n-gonal prism blocks; Nn is the actual number of n-gonal
prism blocks.
Table 1 summarizes the relative proportions of the n-gonal prism blocks for the SWCTs. It is evident that the normalized
height percentage matches reasonably well with the occupied volume percentage.
Table 1: Relative proportions of n-gonal prism blocks
SWCT
Type
Actual Number
(Nn)
Maximum
Number (Nmax)
Normalized Height %
(Hn) Occupied Volume % (Vn)
(11, 0)
SWCT
N4 = 40 Nmax = 63.627 H4 = 63.492% V4 = 69.611%
(13, 0)
SWCT
N5 = 4
N6 = 16
Nmax = 43.207 H5 = 9.302%
H5 = 37.21%
V5 = 9.658%
V6 = 42.982%
5 Conclusion
d-SEAMS is a flexible seamless integration tool from data to results, capable of classifying water at both extremes
of scale: highly confined systems as well as bulk water. We have showcased the architectural design, road-map, and
considerations in terms of the goals achieved by the framework. This is the first scientific software to use nix as a
packaging system to circumvent dependency-hell. Having applied the code to multiple production-level simulation
systems and having deployed it on heterogeneous computing clusters, we note that the packaging concerns addressed by
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nix also enable reproducible scientific workflows. The user-friendly API documentation and contribution guidelines,
along with the lua scripting engine allow endless customization in a powerful simulation-package agnostic manner. We
expect that the software will continue to scale in terms of user-contributions and algorithmic efficiency. Furthermore, we
have demonstrated the analysis of confined system data generated from our software, and expect that this methodology
with our framework will set the standard for future computational studies.
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